Abstract
Introduction
Games by nature facilitate some type of learning, and if suitably designed, can be used for learning mathematics. The player is often learning something, whether it is better hand-to-eye coordination, clever strategizing or history from a game context. Many researchers agree that games can be used for learning [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Over the years, games have moved from being thought of as a distraction and a disturbance, to being considered a valuable asset to teaching and learning. Even though several researchers [6] [7] [8] argue that there is a lack of evidence that digital game based learning is effective, there is considerable research which show that games can significantly affect learning outcomes. Games have proven to be suitable for learning many diverse subject areas such as history, English, physics and soft skills such as teamwork. Koster [9] pointed out that the brain is great at recognizing patterns such as the ones presented in games. Salingaros [10] claimed that mathematics is all about patterns. Koster [9] goes on to make the point that this very characteristic of mathematics indicates that there is a strong potential connection between games and mathematics. A basic assumption in this paper is that games can be used for learning mathematics, a belief that is supported by several researchers [11] [12] [13] . Furthermore, we argue that a form of blended learning consisting of learning games and classroom learning can be ideal for learning mathematics. It is difficult to design successful games especially with the constraint of having to embed learning content directly into the game play. Based on past experiences and the results of studies from other researchers, we hypothesized that learning games should be designed with the learning as a major part of the game play and not as an addition or add-on after the game is designed. Asplin et al. [14] indicated that this latter approach is common since games have widely been used as a time-filler or reward with no attempt at embedding mathematics learning as part of the game play. In order to foster the learning of mathematics as part of the game play, we had to address the challenge of embedding content into the game play and designing the game so that it would appeal, engage, and keep the attention of potential players (learners). This process can be very demanding, time consuming and tedious. Our research question was therefore, how to efficiently design games which integrate mathematics directly into the game play? In this paper, we present a technique for guiding the game designer through the process of mapping mathematics content to the game design when designing mathematics learning games. An evaluation study was conducted where several amateur game designers used the technique. They produced several mathematics learning game designs and provided valuable feedback on the use of the technique. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a literature review describing other approaches to game design. This is followed by Section 3 which explains how we went about developing our game design technique which embeds mathematics content in the game play. Section 4 discusses how the technique was evaluated. Section 5 describes the contributions of our research as well as the limitations of the technique presented. The paper concludes in Section 6 by summarizing the research presented and highlighting areas for further research.
Related Work
A study of the literature reveals that there are several approaches to game design. Becker and Parker [15] discussed a few main ones such as Brainstorming, Rapid Iterative Prototyping and Serious Instructional Design Model. Brainstorming is an ideation session in an effort to produce game design ideas. Rapid Iterative Prototyping (RAP) is a process of developing an initial prototype, reviewing, and refining it. Serious Instructional Design Model is a design process which combines game design, simulation design, and instructional design, and blends important elements of each. Rogers [16] suggested some general ideas for game design such as reading something out of the ordinary, playing a game, taking a walk, attending a lecture or brainstorming. Schell [17] presented the idea of lenses, which are multiple perspectives of viewing a game design as part of the game design process. The game designer is encouraged to ask a set of questions about his design as a method of examining and refining his game. These lenses are provided in a set of cards as a tool for the game designer. Salen and Zimmerman [18] offered an approach to game design which is based on playtesting and prototyping. In this approach design decisions are made based on the experience of playing a game while it is being developed. This approach is suitable after the designer has already produced an initial idea for the game; however, the designer is still left with the difficult problem of creating that initial idea. Many game designers, such as Rogers [16] who has over twenty years' experience in the game industry, agree that it is difficult to design successful games. Furthermore, the added constraint to map mathematics learning into the game increases this difficulty. There have been several attempts at solving this problem. Researchers have tried authoring tools, separation of the content and game creation, and game modding. Torrente et al. [19] suggested the use of instructor-oriented authoring tools which focus on extracting the programming tasks and specifically supports the educational domain. Torrente et al. [19] proposed that this would help address problems such as high costs of development and difficulty in getting educators involved in learning game creation. Abdullah et al. [20] also suggested an authoring tool to encourage teachers to produce game-based educational content in an effort to tackle the problem of games being difficult to build. Gomez-Martin et al. [21] proposed a two-level architecture, where domain experts create exercises and game designers create the game template. This approach is problematic because the separation of the content and the game play leads to the content not being a major part of the game. Fanning [22] and Prensky [23] suggested the use of game modding to be used for making the game creating process easier. Game modding is the adaptation of game content from an already existing commercial video game in order to create a different game. Game modding was expected to provide a way for educators to use quality games and create new learning games for students. However, in cases where it is difficult to get teachers to use basic ICT in their classrooms due to fear of technology, it may be unrealistic to expect them to make use of game modding or authoring tools for creating educational games. This point is supported by Tondeur et al. [24] who, based on a study conducted with 570 participants in Belgium, indicated that teachers seem to embrace ICT but the actual use of it is lacking. Moreno-Ger et al. [25] proposed a general game design method which integrated adaptation and assessment. Their game design method addressed issues such as cost of development, complexity of curriculum integration and the need to assess the quality of the learning. Moreno-Ger et al. [25] proposed a set of design guidelines which can guide a designer to choose a genre, add assessment and adaptation to the design and integrate with an online environment. This method was intended to be used for general game design and it focused on only two criteria which affects learning. Arnab et al. [26] presented some key elements for the design of serious games. They provided a mapping of learning goals to game mechanics. This mapping addresses issues related to effective serious game design and helps the designer determine where game play and pedagogy intertwine. This method can be applied to learning games in general; however, it does not cater for specific and unique subject areas such as mathematics.
The literature shows that there is still a need for solutions to the problem of integrating mathematics content in the design of mathematics learning games.
Designing Games for Learning Mathematics

Factors which Influenced the Technique
We developed a technique for designing learning games for mathematics in an effort to improve the game design process. The technique is based on several influencing factors. Salen and Zimmerman [18] presented a collection of principles to consider when designing games such as design, systems, interactivity, player choice, action, rule-making, game experience, emergence and complexity. In our research, we focus on the design of mathematics learning games and four factors were considered in the development of the technique. These factors are game categorization, the mathematics curriculum, instructional design and pedagogy, and past research experience in learning mathematics games. These factors were chosen since they each represent an important aspect of mathematics learning games. Game categorization is a method of grouping common or reoccurring gaming ideas or concepts. Game categories can encourage the use of common aspects of successful games such as appeal, enjoyment, playability and competition since game categories are extracted from successful games. These categories cannot guarantee success but can help the designer incorporate aspects of successful games. The mathematics curriculum incorporates the mathematics learning aspect of the game designed process. Instructional design and pedagogy is important when designing learning tools where factors such as learnability are integrated. The past research experience of the authors was gained from a previous mobile learning mathematics study which included games. Lessons learned from this study were incorporated into the development of our technique. Game categorization is one of the influencing factors of the game design technique. There are many common game design concepts or ideas which reoccur among successful game designs and reuse of these is common. Game types and patterns in game design are used for game categorization in our technique. Game types are a way of categorizing common game design characteristics; some examples are puzzle, adventure, role playing and multiplayer games. However, since games are so complex, they can comprise several of these categories or subdivisions of these categories. This can result in an inconsistent categorization where some games are categorized differently by different people. Consequently, patterns in game design were chosen to identify reusable ideas. Patterns in game design [27] are defined as reoccurring design choices in games. They capture the different aspects of each game, making it easier to describe individual games consisting of multiple categories and subdivisions of categories. Some examples of patterns in game design are Race, Power Ups, Survive, Eliminate, Delivery and Last Man Standing. In our research, we decided to use both patterns in game design and game types to describe different games, depending on which is most appropriate. Factors such as engagement, appeal and interactivity in our technique are provided by reusing well-known patterns in game design. Therefore, the use of such patterns increases the chances of success in these games. The mathematics curriculum is another factor which can significantly influence the development of the game design technique for mathematics learning games. The high school mathematics curriculum was studied to determine how to systematically transform mathematics topics into game ideas. The mathematics learning objectives, common problems, and solutions were investigated for each topic. This investigation led us to recognize that each topic could be categorized into a set of common mathematics objectives. This was done by abstracting the skill from each mathematics topic in an effort to transform the mathematics skill into a game idea. For instance, consider the topic Basic Number Theory, where one of the objectives is to recognize factors. The learner has to learn the definition of a factor and be able to recognize factors as well as derive factors. This led to the first common objective which was called Identification and it refers to the recognition or identification of some predefined criteria. There are several other topics which require the identification of some specific criteria. Identification could be applied to Number Theory, Sets and Factorization. In the Sets topic, the learner needs to identify a set, and in Factorization, he or she is required to identify factors from an expression in order to factorize. Instructional design and mathematics pedagogy are also significant factors which were studied in the development of our game design technique. These factors are important to ensure that the learning of mathematics within the game has a high chance of being effective. Gagne's learning theory was chosen for this study as Becker [28] was able to apply it to games, showing how good games contain key principles of learning and instructional theories. According to Gagne, learning should be attention gaining, it should inform the learner about the objectives, stimulate recall of prior knowledge, present stimuli, be accompanied by guidance, elicit performance, provide feedback, assess performance, and encourage retention and transfer. Becker [28] pointed out that many of these qualities can be seen in good games. We argue that by including of patterns in game design [27] , which were extracted from a study of successful games, there is an increased probability that the games designed will be successful. Therefore, new games designed using patterns can incorporate some or all of Gagne's learning principles, increasing the probability of successful learning [29] . Table 1 summarizes a mathematics pedagogy developed by the International Academy of Education based on research evidence produced by the Ministry of Education in New Zealand [30] . The left column of the table briefly outlines the principles of the pedagogy for effective mathematics teaching. The right column describes how our technique has incorporated several of these principles. Some have been incorporated directly into our technique; others have been integrated indirectly through the adoption of patterns in game design and game types. Another factor which influenced the development of our technique is past research experience. The authors have gained experience in designing and developing mobile games for learning mathematics in a mobile learning study [31] . In this experience, several key factors were identified as essential for creating games for learning mathematics. One key factor is to ensure that the game is based on one small mathematics topic. When each game is based on one small mathematics topic, which is acquired by breaking up a main topic into its smaller topics, it is easier for the player to master that topic and most likely easier for the designer to translate this small topic into a game. Another key factor identified is designing the content to be embedded into the game play. The mathematics content being well-embedded into the game play means that once the player gets caught up in the game play, learning can occur as he or she plays. Becker and Parker [15] argue that designing learning games is much more than just adding content to a game, and that there must be some learning goal in mind. The last key factor learnt is to ensure that the game has features to compel the player to play often and for long periods. The player should see the game as fun and exciting where he or she willingly chooses to play.
Table 1. Incorporating mathematics pedagogy in the technique
Key Points proposed by the pedagogy [30] Application of pedagogy to our technique An ethic of care -helps the students develop mathematical identities and proficiencies.
When students are given the opportunity to learn mathematics with a game, this can demonstrate to them that their mathematics proficiency is of concern because they are given the opportunity to learn with a preferred [31] and enjoyable activity. Independent and collaborative -providing students with opportunities to work independently and collaboratively.
Games are ideal for providing independent and collaborative mathematics learning. Building on students' thinking -plan learning experiences that enable the learner to build on existing proficiencies, interest and experiences.
*The patterns in game design offer students a tool of common interest and experience as they are based on proven, popular game concepts, which most game players are familiar with.
Worthwhile mathematical tasks -the provision of tasks and examples which help students to view, develop, use and make sense out of mathematics. *This technique advises the designer to work closely with common problems of the selected topics, providing a game based on the solution steps to worthwhile mathematics problems. Making connections -help students make the connections between different solutions, as well as between mathematics and everyday experiences.
Games, based on how they are designed, have the ability to show connections between real uses of mathematics and the topics taught in the classroom.
*The process of mapping mathematics to a mathematics objective and game category within the technique essentially attempts to translate the mathematics language into a more understandable form for the player to relate to. For example, understanding factorization as extracting something, namely, divisors. Tools and representations -provides tools and representations for supporting students' thinking. *The tools here are the game designs which are mapped to common mathematics objectives which can be designed to support student thinking. These game designs are the representation of the mathematics concept for the player. Teacher knowledge -develop and use sound knowledge as a basis for initiating learning and responding to the *In this technique, the game designer must have a basic knowledge of mathematics. The content in the games can also 
Technique for Designing Learning Games for Mathematics
Given the influencing factors, a technique for designing mathematics learning games was formulated. Figure 1 is a flow chart outlining the technique. In step 1 the designer is guided to choose a mathematics topic, which the game is to be based on. As part of the technique, the game designer is provided with the mathematics curriculum with a detailed breakdown of each topic. It is then suggested that a subtopic be selected so that the game is based on a fragment of the topic. If the game is based on a fragment of the topic (a small topic), it is more likely that the game design process is easier. Additionally, this makes it easier for the learner to comprehend the topic when playing. A subtopic refers to one component of a topic (a small topic) when it is divided into smaller parts.
In step 2, the designer is advised to identify a common problem based on the chosen topic. This information will be provided in the mathematics curriculum. In step 3, it is suggested that the problem be broken down by outlining the solution step by step. This detailed look at the solution gives the designer deeper insight into the learning objectives of the topic. The authors recommend that the games be designed with the intention of helping learners practise mathematics skills, not necessarily teaching them from scratch.
Step 4 of the technique guides the designer to search for one part of the solution which can be mapped to one of the common mathematics objectives which is given in Figure 1 . These mathematics objectives were derived from a comprehensive analysis of the mathematics curriculum and are intended as a means of helping the game designer to map the chosen topic to a suitable game design idea. Each mathematics topic was broken down and investigated in search of a core objective that could be extracted. These core objectives were then consolidated where common objectives were recognized. This led to seven core mathematics objective which could cover almost all the mathematics topics of the curriculum. shows these mathematics objectives in more detail. Each mathematics objective is described and matched to suitable game types and patterns in game design. The objectives are Identification, Simplification, Substitution or Replacement, Transposition, Patterns, Visual Demos and Application of Rules. Identification is the recognition of some defined criteria, for example, the identification of common factors, sets, a specified type of angle or triangle etc. Simplification is the reduction of complexity, for example approximation, directed numbers, arithmetic and simplification of algebraic expressions etc. Substitution is the replacement of one element with another which is equivalent, for example, substituting an algebraic letter with a numerical value or substituting numbers into a standard rule such as area or volume of a shape. Transposition is the shifting of terms or operands from one side of an equation to another, for example, when solving an equation, changing the subject of a formula or when solving proofs. Patterns are the reoccurrence of something which can be replicated, for example, sequences, matrix operations, functions and relations etc. Visual demonstrations are used for concepts which are best displayed visually using diagrams or animations such as graphs, trigonometry and transformations. The Application of Rules is the concept of being able to apply rules to actual problems, for example, worded problems. The designer is urged to select the most suitable part of the solution which can be mapped to one of the given mathematics objectives.
Step 5 helps the designer to match the mathematics objective to a pattern in game design or game type. A subset of patterns in game design and game types is shown in Figure 1 .
In our technique, we use almost 300 patterns in game design and the designer is expected to select one for the game core dynamic (the main idea of the game play [32] ); however, many patterns can be used within one game. Demo, Animation Demo Animation
Application of Rule
Identification of rules and unknowns, substitution and simplification.
Same as 1, 2 and 3 above Same as 1, 2 and 3 above ** These are not patterns in game design or game types. These were created to suit the respective matching objective.
At this point, the designer has a game core dynamic [32] to use as inspiration to design a mathematics game based on the given topic. The designer is then encouraged to work with this information, with the intention of coming up with a game design formulated around the given pattern in game design or game type.
Step 6 guides the designer on what to do next depending on if a game can be designed or not. If the designer has successfully produced a game design idea, then he or she has to elaborate the rest of the game. Björk and Holopainen [27] presented a framework for describing games which introduce the concepts of the physical and logical components of the game. Our technique suggests the use of this game component framework to help the designer map out some of the other components of the game. This game component framework encourages the game designer to incorporate many essential aspects of games such as rules, events, actions and feedback. However, if the designer is unable to produce a game design, he or she is advised to return to step 5 and select another game core dynamic suited to the mathematics objective and reiterate the process. In this reiteration the designer is advised to select a different pattern in game design or game type. Patterns in game design are suitable for this approach since each pattern provides a list of other related patterns which can be used by the game designer as he or she tries to create a new game. Each pattern contains the name of the pattern, a description of the pattern, the application of the pattern, consequences of game play when the pattern is adopted, and its relation to other patterns. Figure 2 demonstrates an example of a game designed using the game design technique. It provides a description of how the technique was used and gives a screenshot of the game design. The topic selected for designing the game in this example is Solving Equations. Firstly, a problem is defined and solved showing each step which the learner is expected to understand. Secondly, assuming that the purpose of the game is not to teach how to solve the equation but to reinforce it, a part of the required solution is chosen. Thirdly, the chosen part in this example is to determine which term to transpose next, i.e., which term should be moved to the other side of the equation first.
Figure 2. Example of applying the technique to a topic
An Example Using Game Design Technique
= 28 x = 28/2 x = 14 Assumption: The learner knows the basics of solving equations. The purpose of the game is to practise. Solution Step Chosen: Determining which terms to transpose next. Mathematics Objective: Identification: Identifies which term to transpose. Game Core: Collecting Game Play: The learner identifies by searching through the game, collecting terms to be transposed and determining which is next. At the beginning, the game will perform the operations which can change depending on the level of difficulty. Fourthly, it is determined which of the given mathematics objectives (Table 2 ) best suits the chosen part of the solution. Identification was selected as the objective which suits transposition, because the learner is required to identify which term to transpose next. The game core selected is collecting, where the player has to move around the game world collecting terms and determining which is next to be transposed. Finally, the designer is to elaborate the details of the rest of the game. The name of the game in Figure 2 is XFinder and the player's main goal is to solve for x. The player has to explore a village in search of clues while avoiding the enemy. The clue represents an operation to be applied to the equation in an attempt to solve for x. Some operations are useful at a particular point in solving the current equation, while others may not be useful at all. The player needs to determine if an operation is useful and when it should be used. If an operation is not being used at the moment it is stored until the player chooses to use it. If the correct operation is chosen in the correct order the player earns points. Points are lost for the selection of an incorrect operation. Points can be used to request hints if the player is having difficulty. As the clues are collected, the player has to determine which clue provides the first step to solve the problem. When the first step is identified, the operation is performed so that the player can observe. The player then repeats this step until the equation is solved. Scores are provided as the player solves the equation and the game is timed with the intention of using it as a competitive measure. This game helps the player to recognize the steps in solving an equation. It is designed to help the player by encouraging him with the clues as he decides which operation to apply. The mathematical operation is done automatically but the working is demonstrated so that the player can also learn from the example.
Evaluation of the Technique
A set of nine amateur game designers was asked to take part in a preliminary study for evaluating our technique. Their experience in game design was varied, from designing as many as one hundred games to as little as three. A significant amount of these games were played by many persons at some point in time. These game designers were given the game design technique which included the guided steps, the mathematics objectives, a detailed breakdown of the mathematics curriculum, the patterns in game design and the game types. A large set of approximately 300 patterns in game designs was provided to each game designer [27] . A list of all the documents supplied to the game designers and an example of a pattern template are provided in the appendix. Each game designer was asked to attempt designing a mathematics learning game and they were free to choose whether they wanted to use the technique. The game designers were asked to answer a brief questionnaire before the design process in an effort to create a profile of each of them. All the designers ranged from ages 18-35 years and each was at least pursuing a bachelor's degree in Computer Science. There were only two females out of the nine persons. This is aligned with game designer statistics worldwide, as seen in the International Game Developers Association (IGDA) in 2014, which stated that the game designer population consisted of 76% males [33] . The IGDA survey also showed that the majority of game designers (60%) had an undergraduate or post-graduate degree and that 69% of the game designers were between the ages of 25-39 years. Our group of game designers used in this study fit into the majority profile of a game designer worldwide. Seven out of the nine game designers were able to successfully complete the game design exercise and since one designer submitted two designs, in total eight games were produced. A questionnaire was used to collect the game designer feedback on the technique and this helped to determine if it was used. Two of the designers never completed the task and did not provide feedback on the technique. All seven game designers were able to complete their game designs and each stated that they all used the game design technique described in the previous section. Each game designer submitted their design notes which served as evidence of his/her use of the technique. These notes showed the topic chosen, the breakdown of the topic, its mapping to an objective, and a choice of a pattern in game design or game type. Look for common elements Mathematics Objective: Identification Pattern in Game Design: Collection Game Play: Field Trip was designed by game designer number 3 and a screen sketch is shown here. The purpose of this game is to demonstrate key principles of set theory such as union and intersection. In the game the player assumes the role of a teacher and is given the task of grouping the students into appropriate field trips. Each field trip has constraints such as girls only or students with no glasses. The teacher has to determine which sets of students is best suited for each particular field trip and this needs to done in a limited time.
Space Pathfinder Topic:
Vectors Subtopic: Vector Addition Steps:
Plot vector 1 and vector 2 then draw the resultant vector to get the answer. Mathematics Objective: Visual Pattern in Game Design: Visual and Animated Game Play: This game was designed by game designer 3 and a screenshot is shown here. This game teaches vectors. The player has to build a ship to navigate a coordinate system superimposed over space. The ship part options are provided and different combinations represent different navigational vectors. The ship has to be built to navigate around obstacles towards a particular goal.
subtopic, outlined the steps for solving a typical problem involving this subtopic, chose a suitable mathematics objective, determined a matching pattern in game design and was able to derive a game idea from this. This information presents evidence that the game designer closely followed the technique and was able to successfully design a game. Six out of the seven game designers gave a score of either 4 or 5 out of 5 showing how useful they thought the technique was. Six out of seven game designers gave at least 3 out of 5 indicating how much easier it was to design the game using the technique. Six out of seven designers gave at least a 3 out of 5 indicating to what degree they thought they were able to design the game more quickly because of the technique. Six out of seven game designers stated that they would use this technique again for designing mathematics learning games. All seven designers stated that they would recommend this technique to other game designers. Table 3 gives some of the actual comments of the game designers after using the technique. The remaining comments can be seen in the appendix. All seven game designers stated that they used the technique. Only one game designer gave low scores when asked if the technique was useful. A deeper look at this designer's responses revealed that he preferred to work on his own and that guidelines and templates narrowed his thoughts. But this designer thought he would still recommend it to others because it may be useful to those who work best with guidelines or guided techniques. He stated that, in his opinion, the use of the technique was dependent upon the designer's preferences. Other comments from the game designers are as follows: the technique helped to narrow the scope, improve the overall game design, was useful for rapid prototyping, it helped them to define the game mechanics better, provided game ideas and the patterns in game design aspect helped narrow the focus of the game design. These comments highlight that all the game designers found the technique to be beneficial as it helped them to focus on the purpose. It can also be seen that this technique did not stifle their creativity and each designer was able to successfully produce a game design. 
Control -player has a sense of control × ×   × × × × Clear Goals -player has clear goals at appropriate times Table 4 . Evaluation of the game designs using GameFlow Model. Table 4 presents the results after comparing each game design from the evaluation to a model of enjoyment in games specified by Sweetser and Wyeth [34] . Sweetser and Wyeth have drawn together various heuristics for designing, evaluating and understanding player enjoyment of games into one concise model. This model is called GameFlow and consists of eight elements for achieving enjoyment. These elements are concentration, challenge, player skill, control, clear goals, feedback, immersion and social interaction. Concentration refers to that fact that the game should provide stimuli, grab and maintain the player's attention and have a high workload requiring concentration. Challenge refers to the fact that the game should match the player's skill, provide different levels of challenge which increase as the player progresses. Player skills refer to the fact that the game should support the player's skill development by being fun, rewarding and easy to use. Control means that the player should feel a sense of control over his/her actions in the game through interactions and movements. Clear goals refer to the point that the game should provide the player with clear goals. Feedback refers to the player receiving appropriate feedback at the right time. Immersion is where the player feels deep effortless involvement in the game. In our research, since we are evaluating game designs and not the actual games, the immersion element will not be used in the evaluation. Social interaction means that the game should support and create opportunity for social interactions. Sweetser and Wyeth have shown that this model provides a deeper understanding of enjoyment in games and it helps to identify strengths and weaknesses as an evaluation tool. Although it is used for reviewing completed games, in our research we use it as an early indicator of enjoyment by applying it to the game designs. Table 4 shows that at the design stage, seven out of the eight games consist of at least 57% of the game elements suggested by the GameFlow model. Three of these contained over 70% of the elements. Given that these are only game designs, a measure of seven out of eight is considered a good evaluation of the games created using the game design technique. Additionally, this can be improved with the development of the actual game. When the game is developed, other features may be included such as feedback, social interaction, and player control. Details of the other games from the evaluation are given in the appendix.
Contribution and Limitations
In this paper, we presented a technique for guiding the game designer through the mathematics learning game design process with a specific focus on mapping mathematics content to game design. This technique is based on four significant influencing factors. It is based on well researched instructional design and mathematics pedagogy, game categorization, the mathematics curriculum and past research experience in learning mathematics with games. It guides the designer through designing a game which incorporates the mathematics content directly into the game play. It uses common game design ideas which have proven to be successful, encouraging game designers to integrate such ideas into their games.
We have identified a set of game design principles which can benefit other researchers in this area. Firstly, when designing learning games, the content should be broken down into subtopics. This provides the advantage of it being easier to design a game with a small topic and also easier for the player to understand when playing. Secondly, it is beneficial by encouraging the designer to focus on the mathematics content while designing the game which ensures that the game play directly involves the mathematics content. Lastly, the game designer should ensure that the game incorporates authentic game characteristics such as rewards, chance, competition, strategy and constraints. The designer should create the game in such a way that it is seen as a game by the players and not just a learning activity. We propose that these key game design principles can greatly improve the success of mathematics learning games.
The technique presented in this paper has several advantages over other approaches to game designs.  The technique is more specific to the domain of mathematics than other techniques encountered in the literature. It gives guidelines for incorporating mathematics as a direct part of the game play.  The technique is based on several influencing factors affecting the learning and games, such as the mathematics curriculum, successful game design, and well researched learning theories and mathematics pedagogy.  The technique is a guide for designing games whereas other tools mainly focus on improving the game development process.  Becker and Parker [15] pointed out that it is common to find guidelines for designing learning games which assume that the user is already familiar with game design. The technique presented in this paper does not assume that the user is familiar with game design or the mathematics content. However, it is also flexible, being applicable to an amateur game designer or professional.  Becker and Parker [15] implied that game designers tend to focus on the game and insert the content after game design is completed, whereas the instructional designers do the opposite. This results in the game and the content not being well integrated with each other. The technique presented encourages the designer to get involved in the game and the content, deeply integrating each one with the other.  The technique makes use of proven successful patterns in game design. The incorporation of these patterns in game design increases the possibility that the game can contain appealing and compelling factors, such as those present in other successful games.
Many researchers [35] have pointed out that creating and innovating comes from building on top of the work of others and seldom does it emerge out of absolutely nothing. Researchers have even recognized that most game designs are not totally new but it is built based on knowledge of previous games. This is an essential concept used in the technique presented. This technique attempts to inspire the game designer by reusing good ideas and consequently incorporating the advantages gained. Reusing good game ideas increases the chance that the game will contain compelling and appealing qualities. Furthermore, reuse can result in less effort and time spent on the game design process. Reuse can make the game design process easier as these successful ideas can provide inspiration, making the creation of new ideas easier. Conversely, the technique presented in this paper is not without limitations. The evaluation conducted involved amateur game designers, implying that they may not have enough experience to comment sufficiently on the technique. We can draw the conclusion that they found it useful. However, more evaluations are necessary in order to get feedback from more seasoned game designers. The small sample size is also a limitation to the study; however, with sufficient time this can be improved as it will allow for the mobilization of more game designers to try out the technique. Another limitation to this approach is that this technique may not be suitable for all game designers' personal preferences for designing games. However, the technique is intended for game designers who want a structured approach or may be new to designing games. Additionally, the technique provides room for designer freedom. The use of the patterns in game design increases the probability that the game would incorporate successful game features resulting in a successful game. However, there is no guarantee that the game will be successful. Another limitation is that the technique only tackles one portion of game design, which is mapping the mathematics to the game idea but there are other obstacles such as ensuring that the game is recognized as a success by its target group. Nevertheless, this particular aspect of game design was chosen because it is a significantly difficult process in mathematics learning game design. Despite these limitations we suggest that this technique can be a useful tool for game designers of mathematics learning games, and with future refinement and improvement can contribute greatly to the field of mathematics educational game design.
Conclusion and Future Research
In this paper, we presented a technique for mapping mathematics content to game design in an effort to improve the creation of mathematics learning games. The design of mathematics learning games can be a tedious and time consuming process where these efforts can often result in the creation of unsuccessful games. In this paper, we have presented a technique which helps the game designer to smoothly map mathematics content to game play when designing mathematics learning games. This technique was developed based on several factors which are believed to strongly influence game design and learning mathematics. The incorporation of mathematics pedagogy and instructional design increases the possibility that learning will occur. The reuse of patterns in game designs and game types can provide a wide range inspiration for mapping the mathematics content to a game idea. This technique helps the designer focus his efforts on the content, the game core and the suitable mapping of the two. The paper has shown that a set of amateur game designers was able to use the technique to produce a collection of designs for mathematics learning games and also provide informative positive feedback based on this work. They also found the technique to be useful. More evaluations are necessary in an effort to acquire feedback from a wider range of game designers. This feedback can be used to refine the technique, improving its use. Next, a comparison of the games produced by the technique with games produced not using it would be beneficial. It would also be interesting to look at the game play experience of these games when developed. In the future, the technique will be enhanced, taking into consideration other significant aspects of game design and learning mathematics such as other learning theories and game evaluation models. Table A3 . Game designer comments after using the game design technique. Table A4 . A list and explanation of the documents given to game designer.
Documents given to Game Designer Explanation of the documents
The Technique This explains the technique which is intended as a guide for designing a mathematics game. Patterns in Game Design and Game Types A list of the patterns in game design by Bjork and Holopainen and game types. This is to be used as part of the technique as a suggestion for ideas; your idea is not limited to these.
Mathematics
The detailed list of the mathematics topics and objectives which you can choose 
Eliminator
It helps to narrow the scope which leads to a tighter game design overall.
It can be useful especially for rapid prototyping.
Bracketeer I tend to come up with better ideas when I stay away from templates and guidelines. they usually narrow my thoughts too much
If the designer is more methodical about their creative process then yes
Space Pathfinder
If possible more topic objectives to help with defining games.
The methodology added structure to coming up with a game.
Helps in defining a game in more detail. Provides mechanics and ideas which can be included in the game.
Laser Wars
Allow use of multiple patterns in game design. Allow a flow chart system that can encapsulate the designs of larger and more complex games.
I believe the design pattern system helps focus on various aspects of the game mechanics, and helps narrow down the design of the gameplay. It provides a structure, of which creativity can flourish around.
I would recommend this methodology to other game designers due to the fact that it provides a structure which they can then inject their own creativity into.
Next Sequential
My response above is more of a maybe, this is just because it is easier to design a game and then see where it fits, than to design one to fit somewhere specifically It was definitely an interesting approach and somewhat forced and focused my thought process. I can see someone benefitting from the method especially when the developer has a particular goal intended for the user, such as that of an educational math based game.
AMIE
Not at the time The methodology makes it easy to develop a math game. I particularly liked the formulaic approach to a largely creative and sometimes unstructured process.
I liked that it helps choose a genre suitable to a particular subject area, this in my opinion is the hardest part of designing educational games.
Good place to start the process of creating an educational game. Can take the guesswork out of choosing a genre for the game. 
